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Indicators soared for Post-Avant instruments on news that Far Left  bloggers in the employ (for the 
period of National Poetry Month) of the Poetry Foundation are determined to continue writing 
about the existential angst of being a poet while getting paid by the Man. 
development that generates confidence among investors right in wake of the AWP shopping season,  
said Donaldo Shares. Shares said his own shares in Poetic Institutional Developments had seen a 
20% spike since self-proclaimed communist poets had announced their willingness to front for the 
Poetry Foundation and keep their mouths shut about some other things. 
your shares,  said Shares.  

The bell rang and traders began to run this way and that, like ants, on morning news that Harriet 
had just released a new post, this by Commune Politburo Chair Joshua Cloverinski, titled Unfree 
Verse,  a lengthy manifesto-mediation he readily admitted was fueled by a mixture of mescaline and 
speed, which he took with Timmy up on the bridge, overlooking the container ships down in the 
bay.   

In his manifesto-mediation, Cloverinski, a disciple of Badiou and a self-declared enemy of the 
namby-pamby AFL-CIO, spills out his conflicted heart, more or less saying (though the true 
meaning of the piece is yet being hotly debated on social media in the mode of David 

 Mulholland Drive) that since he already has a tenured job with lots of money and perks--
which he got because he published a book that won a big Prize that was judged by (his words) his 
own dissertation advisor-- 
and gets a fat paycheck from the Poetry Foundation (even if they did call the violence of the State 
down on peacefully protesting poets a few years back) 
network of Power and Money anyway, and poets are in it like flies, like everyone else. Or something 
like that.  

http://www.poetryfoundation.org/harriet/2016/04/unfree-verse/ 

When asked at an impromptu press conference in a sound-proofed room at the Chicago Board of 
Trade if this might not be a bit of a simplistic cop-out he might care to elaborate on further, 
Cloverinski leaned on his hand and stared melancholically, like Keats, out into space, a bit of glaze 
over his eyes (at which point this reporter iPhone-shot the photo now gracing the Harriet article). 

After almost two minutes of sitting there, staring, almost as if he wished to make sure his photo was 
being taken in such a pose, Cloverinski, who bears a faint resemblance to Grigory Zinoviev, said, 
somewhat cryptically, á la David Lynch, Well, as my mother said to me, long ago, back when I was 

 

When then asked by a reporter from SPIN, as chance would have it, what a union card  had to do 
with never uttering a word of protest against the above-mentioned act of violence carried out by the 

http://www.poetryfoundation.org/harriet/2016/04/unfree-verse/


woman sent to prison by the PF who was then nearly raped while in detention), Clover sighed. 

bit like really huge container ships, shuttling back and forth, across the ocean, in the form of Puff 

viewed from up high, there on the bridge with Timmy. No,  continued Clover, the future is all 

and still get maudlin about it.  

Then he rose from his chair and drank, rapidly, a large glass of water.  

 


